
CHAPTER ELEVEN

THE GREENFIELD LEGACY

... for Greenfield is a great humanist, a great
educator ... Like Wittgenstein his influence and
ideas have made the largest mark upon his students
and it is they who leaven our profession today.

(Hodgkinson, 1993:xvi)

The study and practice of educational

administration differs from culture to culture. Scholars in

USA, Canada, Australia, United Kingdom interpret and use

knowledge in concert with cultural norms and meaning

systems that are particular to their cultural patterns of

life and belief, of knowing and acting. The patterns of

influence are complex. Intellectual and personal, as well

as cultural elements contribute to the patterns of

influence that ideas have on the theory and practice of

scholars. In one country the impact may be positive and

the store of knowledge is increased and practice enhanced.

In another culture ideas may be ignored or debunked.

Responses to Greenfield's work graphically illustrate this

phenomenon. This chapter considers the impact of

Greenfield's work on the field of educational

administration in different cultures throughout the Western

world and on individual scholars within these cultures. The

question of Greenfield's contribution to the field is

raised and Greenfield has the last word.
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The USA

Greenfield's IIP74 paper and much of his subsequent

work was largely ignored by US scholars, Griffiths and

Willower excepted. USA was "the Mother Church of

educational administration" (Greenfield, 1991b:2) and

Greenfield discovered early in his career that:

The reaction was instant and negative. I found myself
the object of controversy I did not want and did not
seek. I discovered in existential and personal
perspective what I had previously only glimpsed
intellectually: that the dedication to rationality and
empiricism in educational administration represented
not an objective truth about the world, , but a deeply
held conviction and bias that could be challenged only
by putting one's career and well being in jeopardy.
discovered with pain that to argue for a truth other
than that blessed by what, with some bitterness, I have
come to call the 'Mother Church' of educational
administration required the placing of one's self on a
fine edge of professional and personal destruction (p2)

Griffiths argued that the reason for American rejection was

that "the arguments are too extreme and too inclusive .

and there is no consistent line of argument" (Griffiths,

1988:30-31). Considering this question of influence

further Griffiths declared:

Greenfield's had almost no impact in USA, and there's a
good reason for that. In the US we don't, as a rule
look at theory as an ideology. Foster at San Diego may
be an exception to that. To the scientist theory is a
tool. It's a way of getting new knowledge. It's a way
of investigating, a way of doing research. Bates and
Greenfield and Foster and a number of others don't do
any research. They see theory as an end in itself and
we just don't buy that. So you have an ideology in
Australia, Canada and England and not much of anything
here. Although I must say, when you get talking to
professors in Canada they're about as a-theoretical as
the Americans are. Americans are doers (Griffiths
interview, 13.11.90).
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Willower commented on the reception of Greenfield's ideas

in England and made some comparison with USA:

The British are more philosophically minded, more
receptive to this kind of thing ... If he gave that
paper at AERA, it might not have gotten attention.
There's a lot of people in USA doing similar stuff.
It's not so much personal as a thing of the times. It
just followed the trend in sociology, and proved how
right Greenfield was, about educational administration
following the social sciences (Willower interview,
6.11.90).

Owens also commented on the "a-theoretical nature, almost

anti-theory nature" of educational administration in USA,

and the difficulty of fitting the academic with the

practical. Owens remarked that:

Americans are survivors, pragmatists not theorists.
People used to describe me as an educational theorist.
I shun that these days, because it's kind of odious.
It's almost as though they say you're odd. If you used
terms like "tough, hard-nosed", that's attractive. If
you use terms like "thoughtful, reflective", that's
not. American administrators want to know what to do
on Monday morning. They want pat answers. They don't
want to be told, "You must rethink". Americans, as a
rule, don't talk philosophy and epistemology (Owens
interview, 13.3.91).

In spite of such a strong, anti-theoretical culture in

educational administration Greenfield continued to speak at

conferences, to contribute to American publications and to

try to have his papers published in the significant

American journals.

Canada

The Canadian reception of his work, Greenfield felt

was "generally muted and cautious" (Greenfield, 1991b:3).
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He wrote that:

... as far as the intellectual leadership of
educational administration is concerned, Canada must be
seen, as in so many other matters, in its all too
common position of cultural and ideological satellite
to the United States ... Whatever contribution my work
might have had, it has suffered from the ethnocentrism
of America and of my Canadian colleagues (p3).

That situation of an earlier time, as perceived by

Greenfield has been subtly changing. There can be no doubt

that Greenfield has, and has had significant influence upon

scholars and academics in many Canadian universities; at

Victoria, British Columbia, Alberta, Manitoba, Lakehead,

Western Ontario, McGill and at OISE. Many Canadian

academics acknowledge Greenfield's influence on their

thinking or on the generic thinking of the group by

referencing Greenfield's papers in their own articles

(Allison, 1983; Barlosky, 1992, 1995; Deblois, 1979;

Duhamel, 1982; Harris, 1989, 1991, 1994, 1996; Hills, 1975,

1977, 1980; Hodgkinson, 1978a, 1978b, 1981a, 1981b, 1983,

1985, 1986a, 1986b, 1986c, 1991, 1993;	 Holmes 1986;

Housego, 1992; Isherwood, 1995; Levin, 1992; Martin, 1984,

1993; Miklos, 1986; Riffel, 1978, 1979, 1986; Ryan, 1986,

1988, 1994; Samier, 1996; Stapleton, 1994; Tucker, 1994).

There are certainly more. The number and extent of

citations evidence the academic value which Canadians place

on Greenfield's work.

Greenfield influenced the thinking and practice of

generations of students at OISE, many of whom are now well
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launched on academic careers of their own. "Influence" may

not mean total agreement with another's ideas. But it does

imply reflecting upon and wrestling with issues and

questions and possibilities that are relevant for one's own

particular circumstances. Professor Ed Hickcox recalled:

Greenfield has had a major impact on faculty members in
the Department, not so much in the sense that we are
all his disciples. Most of us have wrestled with the
questions he raises relative to our own efforts. We may
have modified our own thinking. We may have solidified
our own positions. But we have all been touched by his
work.

Greenfield put OISE on the map. Departments make their
reputations in having one or two very good students,
and it's very helpful to have a high profile faculty
member. Penn State have Willower. OISE has Greenfield.
That's not a conscious contribution but his name
appears all over the world. Whenever anybody writes
about the nature of the field, they quote him. There's
nobody else in the history of the Department that's
ever had that kind of stature (Hickcox interview,
1.11.90).

Hodgkinson detailed Greenfield's influence in the Foreword

to the Greenfield and Ribbins text (1993:xiii-xvi).

Allison believed that Greenfield contributed "a great deal

of common sense and a lot of poetry" (Allison interview,

16.12.90-).	 He continued:

The biggest impact Thom has had will probably be
through his students rather than through his writing.
Thom is a very good writer, but he's an even better
talker and a superb teacher.

Professor Erwin Miklos from the University of Alberta, an

old friend of Greenfield's from student days said:

If one takes indicators like citations, in any article
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or book that deals with significant developments in the
study of educational administration, Greenfield has to
rank very highly. In the Boyan Handbook of Research in
Educational Administration T.Barr Greenfield must be
cited more often than any other single person. So,
people who write about administrative theory and even
research in administration and the changing emphasis
in research, can find something that Thom has said
(Miklos interview, 22.10.90).

(Greenfield is actually second to Griffiths in the number

of citations in Boyan). Miklos continued:

Greenfield deserves credit for raising issues in
educational administration that nobody else was
raising, and in doing so forcefully, causing people to
think about those things. Maybe when the history is
written, we'll have to say that the Americans started
us on the study of educational administration and
that's where the social science theory emphasis
originated. That got us off onto positivism and
functionalism and systems perspectives, and one
Canadian, at least, challenged that and started some
debate.

Doctor Margaret Haughey remarked that for her:

Greenfield was the critical person in changing the
perspective, in not letting the paradigm continue to
unfold as it was. He was the first one, and the really
important person in challenging the ideas. My sense is
that he has had very little support from Canadians.
You don't argue easily with Thom Greenfield. He's a
challenging foe and that means that very few people
were willing to take him on even when they disagreed
with him. Gradually we've come to accept, somewhat
grudgingly, that Thom's ideas were not asides, that
what he says might sort of be true.

What impresses me about Thom's whole approach is that
it goes beyond the limits of what we might simply call
educational administration. He's talking about life,
and so much of what I read and hear him say is for
living. That's not simply for this denotative area that
is called educational administration. It's for living
(Haughey interview, 22.10.90).

Doctor Rod Dolmage, University of Western Ontario was a
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graduate student at the University of Saskatchewan and read

Greenfield in the context of Critical Theory. His doctoral

research was a qualitative study on interest groups and

their use of the courts in educational policy. He thought

that Greenfield's views justified his own and there was

another element too:

... when you've got an establishment which is in USA
and it has its own paradigm and it pushes it on the
whole world and then you have a voice coming out of
somewhere else that seems to be a voice of real reason
challenging this paradigm and getting a very strong
reaction from the establishment, UCEA in USA, my
natural inclination is to champion the guy who is going
after these people. Greenfield's logic was almost
unassailable and the institution represented by UCEA,
was just fighting him tooth and nail trying to protect
an untenable position. I enjoyed it as a David and
Goliath, especially because David kept winning.
Greenfield's critique saved educational administration.
It was going downhill quickly because it was producing
nothing of any use. If I hadn't been exposed to
Greenfield and to the whole concept of different
paradigms, I would have been crunching numbers assuming
that what I was doing was really meaningful.
(Dolmage interview, 13.12.90).

Greenfield was on Jerry Paquette's doctoral committee and

later collaborated with him on a management study. Doctor

Paquette from the University of Western Ontario expressed

Greenfield's influence on him thus:

Simply by asking the same questions very persistently,
and over years, he forced even those who were not
predisposed to do so by a particular life history
within institutional education, such as my own, to
think very seriously about the moral dimension to
teaching and to administering schools; and if there's
one idea that flows through almost everything I teach,
it is that whatever it is we do, we are involved in
what is, inescapably a moral enterprise (Paquette
interview, 13.12.90).
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Dolmage and Paquette focused on one of Greenfield's major

areas of influence, his teaching. Greenfield had a

substantial and lasting impact on his students. Hickcox

remembered a time when Greenfield was "by far the most

popular dissertation advisor" when "he put all his energies

into his classes" (Hickcox interview, 1.11.90).

One group of students in Greenfield's 1990 class at

OISE entitled "People and Power in Organisations" talked

about Greenfield's scholarly and stimulating classes; his

deep knowledge of the field and of individual theorists and

the extensive coverage of multiple perspectives in theory

building and research methods which he gave. Classes were

"a constant go". He arrived on time, thoroughly prepared

and expected his students to be likewise prepared. He was

fairly inflexible with questions and comments which he felt

were irrelevant. He had exacting standards for his

students and marked their papers in minute detail,

sometimes writing a couple of pages of comment. He revised

his own writing obsessively and ceaselessly encouraged his

students to do likewise. He was fond of quoting from

"Flaubert's Parrot" (Barnes, 1984) "Mystification is
simple; clarity is the hardest thing of all".

Students mentioned that Greenfield was always

thinking. He would "mull over" issues in an effort to

understand, clarify, draw out implications and discover

meaning. His teaching style never betrayed any arrogance or
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display of superiority. Yet he was uncompromising in his

standards. When once there was a complaint about the

difficulty of some readings he had prescribed he sent the

following email to the class:

Tough Choices Require Tough Thinking.

... Consider this from Hodgkinson: No prize without
price. The difficult questions are ultimately the most
rewarding. I hope therefore that the questions I am
asking you to consider are not difficult for the sake
of being difficult and not just meaningless and
unnecessary puzzles. In the long run, I hope you will
find the issues we tackle in the course yield their
worth to you.

On the difficulty of texts, consider this. Among the
difficult texts, there are two kinds: 1) those whose
meaning lies behind the words; in such texts there is
an apparent uncertainty of meaning that can only be
recovered by interpretation, by bringing something *to*
the text; the more one brings to them, the more sense
and meaning they have. 2) Those texts whose meaning is
marred by an inability to use words precisely, clearly,
evocatively. In the first case, words suggest
something; in the second, they obscure something,
possibly their author's lack of understanding. Some
texts, as Sir Francis Bacon noted, are to be read,
marked, and inwardly digested. Their meaning yields to
effort. Others have little or nothing to give, The
difficulty, of course, is to decide which category to
place a "difficult" text in.

Is such effort necessary? I believe so. For the
challenge of thinking about the most difficult problems
in administration- often the philosophical problems -
parallels the difficulty of making right choices in
practical life. Unless we can think clearly about the
problems of choice, how can we make the right choice?
Or more accurately, how can we *know* we have made the
right choices?

Personally, students found him friendly and accommodating,

generous with his time and energy, always accessible and

committed to their well being. On some issues he was

really "impassioned". He related with each one
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individually and regularly socialised with the group. Some

students revered him. Some held him in awe and "were

honoured to be taught by such a great scholar" (Student

interview, 30.11.90). Some were puzzled that he never used

any of his own papers or articles in class and wondered why

he was so hesitant to speak of his own work. Some

mentioned that he had forced them to rethink and reexamine

pretty well every idea they ever held about administration.

He impacted on some students personally and challenged them

to "a new way of looking at the whole world" (Student

interview, 30.11.90). They noted his own deeply held

values and a certain religious outlook that became evident

in quotations, comparisons and allusions that he drew.

Others objected to the fact that he was "mainly

critical"; that much time was spent in critiquing the work

of others and "he never states what he would do" (Student

interview). Some people were put off by Greenfield's

frequent and favoured means of communication, email. They

preferred person to person communication and considered

this a sign of his personal withdrawal "from his students

just as he had pulled out of society" (Student interview).

Others enjoyed his messages and dialogue and kept the piles

of message print-outs. Some found him "extremely

disturbing and intimidating", "stubborn and inflexible"

(Student interview).

In general terms people spoke of Greenfield as a
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"transformational teacher" - their lives had changed

somehow through him. And they were conscious of the web of

influence. They in turn, would influence their own

students and organisations through their integration or

rejection of Greenfield's ideas into their own approach to

organisational life, their acceptance or refusal of his

precepts in their own lives and teaching and administering.

Greenfield declared that this influence on students was not

"a conscious aim" (Greenfield interview, 16.1.90) and he

had no sense of how pervasive his influence might be. He

recalled often "feeling disappointed" because students had

seemed not to have picked up his ideas. For him teaching

was:

... like being on stage. You have to be ready. You
can't just walk in. You have to know the territory and
have a sense of where you're going. You have to have
thought about the issues. Each time it's new and you
work with what happens. You think your way through it
(Greenfield interview, 16.1.90).

In his teaching as well as in his writing, Greenfield

theorised his own experience of being-in-organisation and

what this meant for educational administration (see Gronn,

1985:56). Blum declared that:

to theorise is to reformulate one's self, where what
one operates upon is one's own knowledge of the society
as part of one's history and form of life (in Gronn,
1985:55).

No teacher remains untouched or unchanged either by the act

of teaching or by interaction with others. In the process

of teaching Greenfield was constantly reformulating himself
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and helping others through the same reformulation. He

enjoyed it and it carried great meaning for him.

These statements from students just totally surprise
me. I didn't think it meant so much, but it does.
There is gratification when you see people realise
something not just for a paper but for life
(Greenfield interview, 16.1.91).

Greenfield was a realist too and hated to think "that all

else I have done, all else I have written goes for naught"

(Personal correspondence, 6.5.91). Upon reflection he

added:

There are not that many students who have come to me to
study or to accept my guidance of their research.
Students can and have assessed the direction the wind
blows and more than one said to me "I'd like to go with
you but I have to think about getting my study done, my
career, etc". Many students, I have been told, are
simply afraid to work with me (Personal
correspondence, 6.5.91).

Greenfield believed that any situation contained many

truths. This perception was another truth and merely

reflected one of the truths of academic and social reality.

BRITAIN

There are two themes currently running alongside

each other in this chapter. One is the changing cultural

contexts in different countries where educational

administration is an academic field of study. The other is

Greenfield's contribution to and influence on educational

administration and the nature and quality of this influence

as told by significant people in the Greenfield story. Both
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themes are interwoven.

In his IIP74 paper Greenfield encouraged scholars

"to regard with healthy scepticism" (Greenfield, 1975c:91)

the assumption of general applicability associated with

theories of administration. He remarked on the "culturally

dependent notions" that such theories carry with them and

warned against their "blind'" application "in other

cultural settings". A "critical examination of theory and

its policy implications" (p92) was already taking place in

Britain, Greenfield noted. Educational administration as a

field of stuay developed in Britain sometime after I1P1966.

Differing cultural sensitivities from those in the USA and

Canada meant different approaches to knowledge acquisition,

different emphases on issues and different paths to growth

and development. Britain was not untouched by what Hughes

called "the internationalisation of the North American

Theory Movement" (Hughes, 1988:665) but continued to

maintain a particularly British approach to educational

management - "management" being the preferred British term

to "administration". Hughes stated that "in the UK a

cautiously pragmatic, multidisciplinary approach has

characteristically been generally adopted" (Hughes,

1985:19); and added that:

... this is perhaps as it should be ... in a country in
which the practice of administration has long been held
in high esteem and in which its theory is only now
receiving serious attention (p19).

In Britain:

the accepted and largely unquestioned tradition was
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that administrators learned from their own personal
experience on the job: that is, by making mistakes and
reflecting on them. Administrative expertise was
something to be caught, like measles, by working
closely with more experienced colleagues (Hughes,
1988:656).

Greenfield always felt comfortable among scholars in the

United Kingdom. He did not have to defend his views or

himself with the vehemence he did in North America. With

their background in, and knowledge of European sociology

some of Greenfield's more contentious criticisms for the

North Americans in the IIP74 paper were neither new nor

contentious. The British were accustomed to critique that

focused on ideas and disregarded the person articulating

the ideas. Greenfield's IIP paper was presented in

Bristol and published in Britain with the help of Professor

Meredydd Hughes of the University of Birmingham and some of

the most extensive discussion on his ideas in print

occurred in the 1976 symposium in Educational

Administration. His one and only book (1993) was compiled,

constructed and edited through his collaboration with the

British scholar, Professor Peter Ribbins.

Hughes believed that Greenfield's greatest

contribution to the field was "the opening up of the study

of educational administration" (Hughes interview, 23.1.91).

He continued:

In some of his writings he sounds as though he's almost
doubting whether there is any valid, theoretical
discussion of educational administration as such. I
think he's wrong putting it like that. His later
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writings suggest that he no longer thinks that's a
useful way of looking at it...

Greenfield in 1974 considers two viewpoints in complete
antagonism to each other. He gives clear indications of
not replacing one with the other. Willower, in the
article in Boyan, benefited by the broadening of ideas
and will not recognise his debt to Greenfield. Bates is
obviously influenced by Greenfield but tends to regard
Greenfield as inadequate. Greenfield never claims to
establish a new method. A practitioner, in any case, in
the actual situation, must make sense of it all and
produce a workable synthesis of what his own reflective
thinking will result in. So, he cannot be satisfied
with the multiple perspectives viewpoint. Ultimately,
one has to make sense of the world (Hughes interview,
23.1.91).

Hughes recalled a passage in one of his articles which was

the revised edition of an address he had given to the

British Educational Management and Administration Society

(BEMAS) in 1988 in which he considered Greenfield's

achievement. Hughes wrote:

... many were puzzled that Greenfield, in his further
contributions to the debate did not provide detailed
specifications for a new theoretical structure to
replace the crumbling edifice he had helped to
demolish. In retrospect the nature of his achievement
can be better understood. Greenfield succeeded in
shaking the foundations and the resulting shock waves
created the possibility within educational management
theory of a diversity of paradigms not as a transient
transitional phase but as a way of life.

Ribbins characterised Greenfield's contribution to the

field in this way:

Thom's essential interests are in high theory. His
writing is very much the kind of thing you'd expect a
self-confessed guru to write , quite short things,
wonderfully literary, and they show a wide, almost
Germanic scope of learning - very Weberian in some
ways. The focus has really been quite narrow, in one
sense, and very high level. He's almost having a
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dialogue with himself and others over a fifteen year
period in which he's tried to refine the central corpus
of his writing. In all honesty, that's as much of a
contribution you could expect from any person ... Thom
is a theorist calling for people to work in another
way. In particular this is saying that educational
managers need to be philosophers, and concern
themselves with all these kinds of values (Ribbins
interview, 23.1.91).

Ribbins believed that the other part of the equation was:

the kind of subjectivist understanding of social and
organisational life in terms of those who constitute
that social life, who create it and sustain it
(Ribbins interview, 23.1.91).

Greenfield has never done that in Ribbins's view. He had

never put his theories to the test of research. Ribbins

favoured field research, "not empirical" but the kind of

research that had three parts to it - the theoretical

underpinning; the methodology for studying the theory, "if

you're going to have all these fancy ideas of what social

life is really like in social groups, how do I actually

study it? How do I understand it?"; and the doing of the

research" (Ribbins interview, 23.1.91).

Greenfield did not accept Ribbins's view that there

was no research. He believed "there is lots of it"

(Personal correspondence, 13.5.91). He had been doing

qualitative, humanistic research with students from the mid

1970s. He referred to "the celebrated Blue Book" which was

a selection of student work "from a course described as "a

clinical analysis of the administrative process" entitled

Studies in Organisational Process: Some Observations of
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School Life and dated October 1979. The book was printed

at OISE and contained extracts from teacher diaries;

descriptions of a typical school day; observations of

classrooms; classroom life as students saw it; a vice-

principal's log; interviews with teachers; graduation

exercises, an account on learning to abide by school rules

and many other individual extracts. All events reported

were "real", that is someone observed them and recorded

them. Greenfield had written the preface to the volume

which began:

In organisations - and in life generally - there are
actors and observers. There are first those who do and
those who see what is happening. I tell my students
that the observer knows what the actor ought to know,
but usually doesn't. When actors do come to know, it is
then usually too late. The dance of life has moved on.
It will not wait for us to learn the steps and do them
over with greater skill. New situations, unfamiliar
problems and puzzling questions rush at us. In
response some people simply dance the dance. They do
not see it: they live it. And it is this unconscious,
or rather mindless, performance of the rituals of life
that makes organisations possible (Greenfield, 1979e
:iv).

There is much more of Greenfield's theory of organisations

in the preface expressed in simple, lively terms. There was

some thought that the blue book might form the basis for a

comprehensive account of subjectivist research but that did

not eventuate.

The selections in the book, chosen by Greenfield

assumed that "organisations are people . 	 ideas can and

do vary from place to place and time to time" (pvi). They
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came from the efforts students had made to "observe and

understand the schools they were familiar with .. 	 out of

active inquiry and thoughtful observation" (pvii).

Greenfield had said to students "Look, really look at

schools and tell me what you see" (pviii). The Blue Book

was the result. Greenfield cited Metz's work, Classrooms

and Corridors, the more recent Hamilton High study and in

Australia, Walker's Louts and Legends. He added:

All of these have an ethnographic and subjectivist
stance and they speak to fundamental administrative
issues in a curricular context, which is where such
issues belong, but most professors and students of
educational administration are simply unaware of these
works. After all, they were done outside the club, thus
making it possible to ask "Where's the research?"
(Personal correspondence, 13.5.91).

Greenfield also mentioned Carol Harris's study "done within

a powerful and profoundly Weberian framework" of arts

programs in three Canadian school systems and Rod Evans's

work. In his own case he stated:

My work has been theory, not research, though I have
done some of that too. Why should the theoretical work
be denigrated? The comparison is no doubt invidious,
but it is nevertheless the case that Einstein did no
research. He just wrote equations and waited for
others to make observations that might confirm them
(Personal correspondence, 13.5.91).

Greenfield agreed with Ribbins that his contribution has

been "in thinking about theory" and added:

I would be content if I could think that my work has in
some measure made other kinds of inquiry possible. I
would even dare to hope that my work has directed
attention to a whole host of issues and phenomena that
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the old hegemonic systems theory would not admit as
reality or permit to be studied as appropriate
"scientific" phenomena. (Personal correspondence, 13.5.
91).

He disagreed that he can be called "a self-confessed guru"

(Ribbins interview, 23.1.91).

Nothing could be further from my intent, inclination
and natural temperament. What fame or notoriety I may
have, I have not sought or cultivated. I have tried to
follow the great maxim Hodgkinson states at the
conclusion of his second book: For the work's sake
only.

And continued:

The attempts to personalise the issues and the
critique, to drive to look behind my ideas to the (as
usually claimed) flawed person, to explain my ideas as
me not as ideas I have always resisted. And as you
know, the defence against those almost constant
pressures has taken its toll ... The line between self
and idea is, of course fine ... the self is entree to
the idea but ultimately the self must disappear, must
become transparent... I hope the ideas I have struggled
to shape are, in some sense right and therefore I do
not wish to see them personalised or trivialised by
focusing on me (Personal correspondence, 13.5.91).

Australia

Doctor Peter Gronn of Monash University, whom Bates

called "one of the early and enthusiastic supporters of

Greenfield's work" (Bates, 1988:11) pictured the social and

cultural geography of educational administration in the

early 1980s thus:

Educational administration as we know it, until the
early 1980s was primarily a creature of UCEA which was
in turn, primarily a creature of elderly American men.
There was a kind of clubiness and a groupiness about
it. And there was an imperialism of knowledge. There
was a kind of centre-periphery relationship operating:
the centre was the USA and there were probably key
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institutions there with some of these grand old men,
all in UCEA. There were outposts like some of the
Canadian institutions and there were colonials like
ourselves who either went there, got their intellectual
baggage and brought it back and therefore translated
North American programs in the local context. In
England they had a much more whimsical tradition given
their long-standing and empirical academic tradition
and they had a disdain for theory because of the
headmaster tradition. They were seen and acknowledged,
but to all intents and purposes, educational
administration was North American and it was USA ...
Australia was a kind of outpost, the great unwashed in
the southern hemisphere (Gronn interview, 10.4.91).

He first heard of Greenfield in 1978 at a gathering

of lecturers at Deakin University, initiated by Bates.

Greenfield was North American, Canadian and outside the

club so, curious at the mention of "ferment going on"

(Gronn interview, 10.4.90) Gronn chased up one of

Greenfield's papers, The Truths of Irreconcilable Realities

(1978) read it and used it as "a sort of final entry into

the last chapter" of his doctoral thesis. He recalled that

"when I read Greenfield, it clicked straight away ..

there was a feeling that what he was saying measured very

closely with what I felt intuitively" (Gronn interview,

10.4.90). Greenfield came to Australia in 1981, 1983 and

1984 to lecture and give seminars at Melbourne, Monash and

Deakin Universities in Victoria and in other states. Gronn

travelled abroad and "shared platforms with Greenfield in

Canada and the United Kingdom". He published on Greenfield

twice (1983,1985) and believed that Greenfield's

contributions to educational administration were many. He

remarked:
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Firstly Greenfield is a genuine scholar. He is well
read, widely read and he doesn't have what I call that
sort of tunnel vision or mono-dimensional view of the
field. He has a feel for education as a whole and for
other scholarly disciplines beyond education ... He's a
very compassionate human being and he brought that
dimension to the field in which, intellectually, the
experiences of people and the pictures of people are
missing. And he's driven a truck through the notion
that Americans have got a stranglehold on anything
that's worth saying in the educational administration
area ... Thom showed people that the field had this
imperialist view of things. Fourthly he made a
contribution in his own right; his emphasis on
subjective experience of the administrative world and
highlighting the pathos, the sensitivity, the hurt, the
pain as well as the less pessimistic kinds of
experiences that people have. Thom operated at the
level of intellectual exposure of the shortcomings of
the field (Gronn interview, 10.4.91).

Greenfield's response to Gronn's comments noted with

interest Gronn's seeing his major contribution as "a

liberation of hinterland from the colonial domination of an

imperial ideology" (Personal correspondence, 13.6.91). He

was interested too that, in Gronn's observations, "there

was little of what else my work speaks to, not the issues

of theory and science in the interpretation of social

reality" (Personal correspondence, 13.6.91). Gronn believed

that the most significant idea Greenfield had given to

educational administration was "his concentration on

values". Greenfield in reply remembered that he had begun

writing his Leaders and Schools (1984) paper while in

Australia in 1981 and had presented a seminar on it. Gronn

had invited him to Australia on that occasion and would

have sat through the seminar in which Greenfield presented

ideas such as:
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Organisations ... are the moral order - however
complex, conflicted, or ambiguous it be - made apparent
in action ... Organisations are built on the
unification of people around values. The business of
being a leader is therefore the business of being an
entrepreneur for values (Greenfield, 1984:166).

Greenfield continued:

No doubt the increasing focus in my work upon values is
a reflection of the Hodgkinsonian position but I would
still contend that value issues were inherent in and
pervasively involved in my analysis from the beginning.
It is no small tribute to Hodgkinson, I would argue,
that his analysis gives form and force to others'
thinking about values (Personal correspondence,13.6.91)

Bates of Deakin University started looking at

Greenfield's work in more detail in 1979 when he was

"engaged in producing not a single course in educational

administration and organisation but a whole program - and

the field was remarkably thin" (Bates interview, 11.4.91) .

He was considering the kind of use Greenfield's work might

be "in structuring an alternative theory of educational

administration" and found it very useful "as a critique of

the existing field". Bates continued:

Quite clearly he was reiterating. He was not really
breaking new ground in the theoretical sense. He was
reiterating many of the criticisms that had been made
particularly in European circles, against the dominant
positivistic paradigm in the social sciences and
suggesting that the interpretive, hermeneutic
traditions of the European sociologists in particular,
would make an appropriate corrective to the extreme
rigidity and reification that was implied in the
positivist view of administration (Bates interview,
11.4.91).

Bates had difficulty with Greenfield's "emotive theory of

values" and believed that he failed "to ground his work in
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historical and social analysis". This happened because:

Not only was he pilloried by the North American
establishment in educational administration but he
never seemed to be in a position to actually develop a
group of people around him who were able to work with
him to elaborate and expand his ideas and develop an
empirical demonstration or questioning of the ideas
that he had (Bates interview, 11.4.91).

In his 1988 paper Is there a new paradigm in Educational

Administration? Bates wondered about "the possibility of a

new paradigm emerging from the intellectual turmoil"

(Bates, 1988:3) which Griffiths saw initiated by

Greenfield's IIP74 address. Bates's answer was that a

paradigm shift required a crisis in the field and "the

emergence of a more powerful explanatory framework which

can transform the confusion of that crisis into a coherent

theoretical position" (p5). After a blistering discussion

of the Boyan Handbook (pp5-6) Bates decided that "there is

no sense of crisis noticeable" and that "complacency is a

more apt description than turmoil" (p6). The 1987 Macarthy

survey (pp7-9) convinced him that:

... any crisis in the profession is more likely to be
provoked by declining practitioner and public
acceptance, failure to recruit new talent and declining
institutional support than by any incipient discomfort
(p8)•

Bates acknowledged his debt to Greenfield in his own early

work in educational administration (p11), focused briefly

on Greenfield's emphasis on the moral rather than the

scientific basis of administration and pointed out that he
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differed from Greenfield:

... over his assumption that because differences in
values exist within society (and organisations and
education and schools and classrooms) there can be no
bridge between such differences (p17).

Bates made a searching analysis of Greenfield's critique of

administrative science in Leadership and the

Rationalisation of Society (1989) and there stated that he

could not accept Greenfield's conclusion "that the only

alternative to behavioral science is the path of

existentialism, mysticism or anarchy" (Bates, 1989:137).

Instead Bates turned to the work of Giddens, Foucault and

Habermas for further insight. In his IIP94 keynote address

to honour Professor Thomas Greenfield, Bates concluded

that, whatever reservations might be held about

Greenfield's work "the importance of his achievement in

drawing attention to the fact that values lie at the heart

of the educational process" (Bates, 1994:22) can not be

overestimated.

In the early 1980s at Monash University, Melbourne,

R.J.S.Macpherson first encountered Greenfield's ideas

through a suggestion from Professor Judith Chapman.

Macpherson read Greenfield in conjunction with the work of

some Australian sociologists and some neo- Marxists from

Deakin "who were burrowing away at understanding the same

Gestalt switch as Greenfield" (Macpherson interview,

3.5.91). Macpherson met Greenfield in Australia and
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overseas on a number of occasions. Many of his papers and

articles make some reference to Greenfield's ideas (1984a,

1986, 1987, 1988a, 1988b, 1990a, 1990b, 1991, 1992).	 He

authored the monograph A Hitch-Hiker's Guide to the

Universe of Tom Greenfield (1984).

Macpherson saw Greenfield's significant

contributions to educational administration as "the sheer

quality of his thinking and his persistence, that single-

minded determination to say "You cannot flick these ideas

aside" (Macpherson interview, 3.5.91). Macpherson

continued:

The substantive nature of the contribution is that he
raised, for the first time the nature of metaphysics in
our field, the nature of reality. He forced us very
hard to think about the consequences of assuming that
organisations are reified, natural systems or socially
constructed artefacts.

He believed that Greenfield's struggle with the American

establishment was due to "the ethnocentricity of

theorising" part of the educational administration culture

in USA where:

UCEA and that group of big universities rate themselves
as the producers of trustworthy knowledge of
educational administration, both the practice and
theory of it. And of that group, essentially three,
four, five people have held captive unto themselves the
growth of knowledge in the field. One of the people
who have controlled that group closely of course, has
been Don Willower and then Dan Griffiths (Macpherson
interview, 3.5.91).

Greenfield was an outsider and always felt deeply this
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manifestation of cultural cringe. He recalled now and

again the experience in the late 1960s when OISE made

application to be a member of UCEA:

We thought we had a department here which was ideally
and obviously situated to be a member of UCEA. But it
was, by no means, an open-and-shut matter. A team of
examiners descended from UCEA to determine whether the
Department had the resources and curriculum needed to
teach educational administration aright ... Culbertson
himself came and we had to fill out long questionnaires
and undergo his scrutiny (Greenfield interview, 11.12.
90).

UCEA, in those days acted as a certifying body "and the

line above and below the salt was very clear and firmly

enforced". Greenfield believed that those days were well

and truly past "when quality itself was closely defined and

that standard thought to be held by a body external to the

university" (Personal correspondence, 15.4.91). Greenfield

continued:

At one time people did have faith in their field. They
did believe in what they were doing. They did think
they had an answer and I will argue that with Willower,
Griffiths and Culbertson. They were very confident in
their knowledge to judge what constituted adequate
understanding in educational administration and who was
adequate to teach it. I just can't imagine anybody
doing that today. Why, UCEA has lately come within a
hair's breadth of collapsing. I do think that that
ebbing of faith in the field has got to have something
to do with the people and they hate like hell to admit
it. They hate like hell to admit it!

Greenfield's work and the Griffiths-Greenfield debate and

subsequent dialogue and interactions went far to loosening

up this hegemony. Some vestiges of the attitude and

structures still exist within the UCEA organisation and
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within the American psyche.

Macpherson believed that Greenfield's articulation

of the subjectivist agenda "overreached itself, became

exclusive" and led to a limited research program which,

he suspected "explains why Thom has devoted his teaching to

methodology - to help people understand the limitations of

research that assumes knowledge to be of a particular

nature". Macpherson believed that "that's not good enough

anymore" and that theorists and researchers need to:

accommodate the finest features of data derived from a
logical empiricist background, the best data sustained
by phenomenological epistemologies and the best
normative data produced by the neo-Marxists (Macpherson
interview, 3.5.91).

Macpherson believed that Greenfield has had his day,

theoretically speaking. In his testimonial to Greenfield,

Macpherson wrote:

Thom Greenfield swept through the field of educational
administration with the spirit, style and effect of an
Apocalyptic Horseman. His message was blunt and
brilliant ... his message provided a fresh moral
imperative. Administrators and managers should be held
accountable for the moral economy of their
organisation ... I miss his counsel. I miss our
debates. I miss his gentle teaching (email 6.1.93).

Knowing Educational Administration

Doctors Colin Evers and Gabriele Lakomski were also

members of the Melbourne academic community on the late

1980s who met him and became interested in Greenfield's

work. Both have strong backgrounds in philosophy and
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became interested in educational administration when they

came respectively to Monash and Melbourne Universities in

the mid 1980s. The Melbourne area at that time was "a

fairly fertile ground for interaction among philosophers,

methodologists, ethicists, social scientists and

educational administration people. It has just been "a

happy conjunction" (Evers interview, 10.4.91). In order to

solidify their backgrounds in educational administration

several scholars in the area around Melbourne began to hold

a regular meeting which they called the GREAT group, the

Group for Research in Educational Administration Theory.

The group included well-established scholars like Gronn,

Bates and Chapman and papers were written and circulated

and debated. Evers recalled that:

These were fairly ego-bruising sessions, and there was
no quarter given but it was very exciting. We all
learned very, very quickly and rapidly mastered a lot
of literature (Evers interview, 10.4.91).

Evers who declared that he is not "a Greenfield scholar"

came across Greenfield's work through the GREAT group.

Mention of Greenfield appeared in some of his publications

(1985, 1987, 1988, 1992, 1993, 1994a,1994b, 1995a,1995b).

Evers coauthored with Lakomski Knowing Educational

Administration (1991) which contains a searching analysis

of Greenfield's epistemology. Greenfield thought that the

Greenfield chapter was "by no means the best in the book

and certainly not his favorite" (Personal correspondence,

11.11.91). He preferred the review of the field, chapter 3
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(pp46-75). In March 1991, Greenfield emailed his students

recommending that they read the book and commented:

I am most sceptical about the conclusion Evers and
Lakomski reach with respect to their postpositivist
"coherentist" alternative but it presents an
interesting and valuable challenge. And the survey they
make of the field constitutes one of the most
comprehensive and critically penetrating reviews now
available in commentary on the contemporary state of
knowledge in educational administration. I found it
stimulating to read their scholarly and penetrating
commentary even if I cannot agree with the ultimate
conclusions of their analysis (email, 15.3.91).

Greenfield offered an overnight loan of his copy if any

student wanted "to assess its value". He continued:

One of the chapters makes some use of what Hodgkinson
calls "squiggle logic". That phrase should serve as
reason not to be intimidated thereby but also as a
reminder that the fundamental questions of
administration may not be resolved in that manner.

Greenfield in a note on the Phoenix paper (1991b:16)

commended its "depth of scholarship" but noted that it said

"much of epistemology and little of administration". Evers

believed that Greenfield:

almost single-handedly, dragged educational
administration up to the level of mainstream social
science ... and applied the very powerful
epistemological tools that had been developed about ten
to fifteen years earlier in philosophy of science, to
traditional science of administration. Greenfield's
work paved the way for alternatives. His epistemology
created the possibility for the critical theorists,
people like Bates and Foster, to use exactly the same
primary philosophical sources, as he did to criticise
logical empiricism. So, Greenfield's fundamental
contribution has been to apply the powerful
epistemological critiques of logical empiricism to
debates in administrative theory (Evers interview,
10.4.90).
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He saw "two sorts of weakness in Thom's approach - for all

the emphasis on values, he can't give an account of what

values are best" and the second was that:

Thom's sharp division between the physical and the
mental is going to cause methodological problems...
Thom's theory has nothing interesting to say about the
connection between learning, which is a physical
process of imparting knowledge or having people acquire
knowledge, and what they do (Evers interview, 10.4.90).

In answer to Evers's first point of weakness Greenfield

replied:

The maxim I preach is "Description first, then
prescription". Description seeks to understand others'
values and in that sense, it is relativistic and
preferential in its treatment of values, that is it
looks at others' preferences accepting their values
claims at an initial face value. This is the
subjectivist mode and method. Understand the other
first; accept what is offered and describe it. But
description and understanding are not ends in
themselves. One describes and understands so as
ultimately to judge, to prescribe. In doing so, one
must claim a better value, one is forced up the
hierarchy, if one claims one value is better than
another.

In my work I have emphasised the need for the
subjectivist perspective, for description and
understanding. But in that work, I hope I have not
ignored entirely the need for prescription even if I
cannot say specifically what values are better than
another and why - except in specific contexts ...
Certainly I have not lived my own life on the basis of
preference values though sometimes I have done what I
wanted and at others what I ought. And of course,
there is never less than a continuing battle between
the two kinds of values in one's life. Certainly
the administrator cannot avoid such a struggle unless
he or she is Simon's "moral cipher" one taken up purely
with the technocratic and fact-driven processes of
decision making...

It does appear to me now that values - and better
values - are defended only within culture and therefore
the defence of better values requires the defence of
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culture ... The implication of this view is that if we
cannot determine the Good - and that position I argue
again and again - then we are forced back to cultural,
historical, religious and philosophical analysis to
determine what better values consist of. If science is
to have any place in this inquiry, it must be a science
that recognises where scientists' facts leave off and
take on the scientists' values (Personal
correspondence, 31.5.91).

With regard to Evers's second weakness Greenfield wrote

"with a wry smile":

why my hand goes up is of less interest to me than what
it does when it rises. Evers simply gives up, forfeits
that area of interest with his coherentist theory ...
He allows no transcendental dimension to life, to
reality. Such theory as Evers's, obliterates
responsibility in a stroke ... Evers sees one truth,
I another. He must assert his truth as I do mine
(Personal correspondence, 31.5.91).

Greenfield regretted that the footnote in the Phoenix paper

(1991b) failed to do justice to the contribution made by

Evers and Lakomski - "a footnote is too constricting a

context to try and make a point of the complexity I was

raising". However he decided it would have been worse not

to mention the book at all. Greenfield's final comment

was:

... Evers and Lakomski ignore the question of power and
value choice that are the essence of administration.
They turn instead, to an epistemological program they
claim solves the value problems and choices
administrators must face. The issues they address are
important - but they are not asserted without
controversy - and in themselves they do not speak to
the twin issues that Evers himself recognises ... as
crucial to administration and to the conduct of inquiry
within it, that is the understanding of intention and
the ordering of values. They claim to solve all
problems by offering a coherence basis for truth but
they do not address the question of what an
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administrator does when faced by those who do not
accept that criterion and indeed, use understandings
that conflict with it (Personal correspondence,
31.5.91).

Evers's paper at IIP94 was entitled On Theory in

Educational Administration: Beyond Greenfield's

Subjectivism. At the conclusion of the paper Evers added a

third column to Greenfield's "Theories of Social Reality"

Table (Greenfield, 1975c:77) labelled "Naturalistic

Coherentism" and so provided a comparison with Greenfield's

natural system - human invention thinking and as Evers

said, "an agenda for further work" (Evers, 1994:21).

For Lakomski, Greenfield was:

the person who has put subjectivism on the agenda for a
whole generation of researchers ... and in bringing
subjectivism to the fore of theoretical developments in
administration, he has also included possibly for the
first time in educational administration continental
philosophy ... his work is driven by philosophical
considerations more so than anything else (Lakomski
interview, 9.4.91).

Lakomski's articles that mention Greenfield date from 1985

(1985, 1986, 1987a, 1987b, 1987c, 1989, 1991, 1993, 1994,

1995a, 1995b). In 1986 she had published Greenfield and

the Problem with Values in which she argued that

"Greenfield's acceptance of the fact/value distinction

prevents his overcoming of positivism" because the

distinction is a "central characteristic of empiricist

epistemology" (Lakomski, 1986:3). Greenfield replied

sternly that he did not separate facts from value. For him:
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They are inevitably bound. The question is whether as
scientists, as truth seekers we will ask what we bring
as value to what we assert as fact. As Hodgkinson says,
the question is whether we will recognise that, though
facts and values are bound in reality, they are
logically and analytically separable. And as
Hodgkinson again says, "We discover facts and impose
values". The question is whether we will acknowledge
and take responsibility for the values we impose as we
say we are discovering facts (Personal correspondence,
31.5.91).

Lakomski believed that Greenfield was still a logical

positivist. Greenfield responded:

To call those who see a conceptual distinction between
the world of value and the world of fact "positivists"
is to distort all meaning of the term ... the
positivist sees fact and value as splittable, with
ends-means analysis to be based only on facts.
... Weber, Hodgkinson and Greenfield argue that facts
and values are conceptually different but they can
never be separated in practice, as the positivists
would have us do, or fused into one as the naturalist
coherentists appear to believe is possible (Personal
correspondence, 24.8.91).

Greenfield on Greenfield

Greenfield's reflection on his own contribution to

educational administration focused on the freeing up of the

field. He thought for a while and replied slowly:

I think I had a kind of catalytic force. I think it did
usher in a kind of paradigmatic diversity. I think
that's why it failed. I guess you could say that that
diversity was always there but there was no question as
to the hierarchy of what was seen as desirable
knowledge in the field and where the field ought to be
going. There was a kind of catalytic force that was
triggered off by that critique. There was a freeing and
allowing of the diversity of the field to take over, to
reassert itself and I suppose that's the fortunate
thing in one sense, and in another sense it's
unfortunate. It removed a sense of coherence, a sense
of direction and purpose in the field. I certainly
don't think there's a direct, one-to-one relationship
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there. My critique puts a kind of framework upon the
forces that were around in other disciplines and makes
sense of them and that perhaps, in some people's minds
justifies them. I think people who deny that, are just
not looking at the writings in the field for that time.

What I did was question the ideological hegemony of
positivist theory as it was being exported from USA.
My work will go down with the field. I do think, in one
sense the field is going down but ironically, the
places it's being quoted as being saved are exactly the
colonies that the Americans despise. The future lies
with those people who are asking the fundamental
questions, but it seems as though the pressure on them
is likely to drive them out of a sense of the self-
conscious field of educational administration. If
there's something that's going to keep the field alive,
it's the modern belief in rationality, knowledge and
certification, - the need for people to be
credentialled. It's that role that will carry the field
forward, within a set of very special assumptions, to a
kind of Kuhn-like certainty about the comprehensiveness
of norms ... I'm hopeful some of the larger centres
will persist to do a deeper kind of study. I guess the
discouraging thing is that I see very, very few younger
people coming up ... The hierarchy of power is still
intact. They're inward looking and essentially anti-
intellectual and to the extent that there's an
intellectuality to it it's this imported positivism
that they don't understand but they know it serves them
well (Greenfield interview, 11.12.90).

Conclusion

This chapter has considered the varying receptions

to Greenfield's work in different educational

administration cultures throughout the Western world and

the contribution that scholars perceive Greenfield's ideas

have made to the field. A number of academics have shared

their own perceptions and as much as possible, the exact

words of these individuals have been reported.

Greenfield's responses to these perceptions have been

reported and so the conversation continued. Finally

Greenfield's own perceptions of his own legacy to the field
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were noted and so the last word is Greenfield's.

Chapter Twelve concludes this study with a

consideration of the significant implications of the

Greenfield story for the academic field of educational

administration.
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CHAPTER 12

THE NEW PHOENIX

The shape of the new phoenix is perhaps emerging
from the ever more apparent and abundant ashes
strewn across the old field. That shape has
education at its core and value: values in all
their complexities, their dilemmas, and their
unrelenting challenge to attain what is good ..
(Greenfield, 1991b:15)

Thomas Greenfield's twenty five year crusade for an

alternative theory of organisations ended for him in "the

middle ground" (1991c:221). The "middle ground" argued

that the central questions of administration turn on an

interweaving of fact and value" (p221). It was "the

middle ground" between the critical theorists, whom

Greenfield called "the pure value advocates" and the

"deconstructors, postmodernists and radical feminists and

phenomenologists" (p221), the pure science supporters. Fact

and value while conceptually separable, in reality were

not. Greenfield's extreme positions were taken in:

i. his passionate belief that there can never be a science

of administration, in the sense that the logical

positivists and the advocates of the Theory movement

understood the term. Administration is essentially "a

moral order" (p217) and values can never be banished

from the administrative act.

and in
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ii. his equally passionate conviction that reality is

subjective; that individuals define their own reality

in specific contexts and that the whole point of

subjectivism is to contrast different constructions of

reality and call them into question so that inquiry

never finishes and is never satisfied only with the

representation of reality as someone has constructed it

"The middle ground" also represented a kind of synthesis

that Greenfield had come to in his thinking and theorising

about organisations and administration. The subtitle of his

only book, Towards a Humane Science prepared during the

last year of his life (1991-1992) and published

posthumously (1993) is indicative of the synthesis. He had

been thinking himself towards this synthesis since the mid

1980s. The answer to the question, "Can we build an

organisation with a human face?" (Greenfield 1985d:21) was

a firm "Yes" when "human agency in administrative action"

(p21) is fully acknowledged and when the self and the

values inherent in the self - those values "which make us

human and potentially at least humane" (p21) - are

recognised and understood. "Humane science" is

Greenfield's middle ground alternative to empirical

science. The human and humane study of organisations and

administration:

... will try to see people as people, in all their
complexity and ambiguity, perversity and charity. We
will try to describe them as they are, in as much depth
and colour as we can manage. And then we will move from
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this description to a better informed argument about
what is right to do in the constructed social reality
we call organisation. We will seek to understand people
before we set out to transform them by subjecting them
to our power (p21).

Greenfield's legacy to the field has been his

unalterable conviction that human action and intention are

the elements that create organisations and that

organisations can only be understood from the points of

view of those who experience them. This conviction led him

away from a logical positivist view of knowledge and a

general systems view of organisation to a subjectivist view

of reality and an interpretivist view of truth. His last

paper Science and Service (1991c) suggested a new emphasis

in his solution to the charge of relativism (Greenfield,

1991c:222-225) and perhaps what might have been the

direction for future thinking. That was not to be. In the

end for Thomas Greenfield there were only values.

This study was based on Greenfield's ideas about

good research. Within a sociology of knowledge framework

Greenfield's work and world were firstly placed in context.

In chapter 3 the major phases of the twentieth century in

the search for a meaning and knowledge base for the

academic field of educational administration were

discussed. Chapter 4 considered the multiple meanings

attributed to the word "science" and the completely

pervasive influence such understandings have had on the

nature and growth of academic educational administration.
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Within this context the study moved on through Chapters 5

and 6 to focus on the ideas and experience of Thomas Barr

Greenfield from his early student days in Alberta, through

the years of his positivistic thinking during the 1960s,

through transition years 1972-1973, to the critical turning

point in his life and career in 1974.

Chapters 7, 8 and 9 traced the turmoil and struggle

Greenfield faced to clarify (as much to himself as to

others) and explain his ideas and to purify his thinking

through intellectual dialogue and debate. Particular

emphasis in these chapters was placed on the continuing

discussions between Griffiths, Willower and Greenfield.

Greenfield's retirement from OISE at the end of 1990 and

his subsequent frantic activity, coupled with times of

quiet reflection and bouts of illness -. all of which

contributed to the synthesis in his thinking - were

discussed in Chapter 10. Chapter 11 considered the

Greenfield legacy as seen by scholars in different

educational administration cultures and concluded with

Greenfield's own view of his contribution to the field.

Implications

The implications that are embodied in this

Greenfield story for the field of educational

administration are many and varied. From these five

significant issues that flow from the story and that have

educational and administrative implications are briefly
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commented upon. They are contentious ones for the writer,

and like many issues involved with ways of being and

knowing, they raise more questions than they answer and, in

a continuous questioning and seeking after truth, they

embody something of the spirit and personal legacy of

Thomas Greenfield. There is also an interrelationship

among the focal points of these issues. One leads on to

another and they all centre upon the discovery and

expansion of knowledge and its necessary, and for

Greenfield inevitable relationship to values. The five

areas are:

1. cultural influences on ways of gaining and sharing
knowledge;

2. the nature of scholarly critique;

3. the role of the journals in the making and breaking of
academic careers;

4. the relationship between experience and ideas;

5. the state of academic educational administration today.

Cultural Influences

"With some bitterness" Greenfield called USA "the

Mother Church of educational administration" (Greenfield

1991b:2) and referred to the American hegemony in academic

educational administration as an "academic cartel"

(Greenfield 1977/78:81). He objected to the belief that:

even in a subjectively perceived world, theoretical
ideas can have the same meaning and validity wherever
they are applied and by whomever they are discussed...
(Greenfield 1978:2).

and added that:
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Even in the limited circuits that link organisation
theorists, it would be a serious error to assume that
the methods of science mean that all members of the
community are concerned with similar issues, that they
work within similar assumptions and that they hear or
are waiting to hear of the latest advances that bring
us closer to understanding some "truth" about
organisation (p2).

Issues and responses change from scholar to scholar, from

university to university, from country to country.

Greenfield knew this without a doubt. In his IIP74 address

he remarked on "the culturally dependent notions that

theories carry with them" and warned against "their blind

application in other cultural settings" (Greenfield

1975c:91). (Chapter 2 presented a detailed discussion of

this issue). At the level of theory he was aware of

cultural differences in meaning, interpretation and

application. He firmly believed that people have different

sets of ideas with which to understand the world yet, at

the level of the acceptance or rejection of his own work he

was oblivious. He expressed surprise, over a decade and

more that his work evoked such little response in USA and

when there was a response, in some cases it was to

denigrate his work and himself through the use of ad

hominem criticism. The reception of his work in Canada,

United Kingdom and Australia has been discussed in chapter

11. In each of these countries Greenfield's work attracted

strong support and understanding; some of his supporters

became committed disciples to the Greenfield way of

administration and many scholars commended those ideas of
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Greenfield that fired their own thinking and critiqued

those which they believed needed correction. There was

never the prolonged and emotive critique in these countries

that there was in USA and that Greenfield perceived in

Canada. Some of Greenfield's work was also translated and

used in educational administration circles in Germany

(Greenfield 1973b, 1979b) Israel (Greenfield 1979a) and

Brazil. Yet he continued to seek acceptance by "the

priesthood" of the American academy (Griffiths, 1975:12).

Part of the answer why he was not - in the main, it

seems that his work was ignored rather than not accepted

(see both Griffiths's and Willower's comments in this

regard) - lay in the different and disparate administrative

and academic cultures that pertained to learning and

knowledge acquisition in general and to particular

university groups and networks such as UCEA in North

America. Greenfield himself wrote that "the minority

support in American social science" for European philosophy

and social science and a faulty understanding of Weber's

works precluded an appreciation of his alternative view

(Greenfield, 1976f:6). Scholars in the United Kingdom were

familiar with European sociology. Americans were not and

Australians tended to follow the British in matters of

culture and were actively building their own, specific

administrative culture. Griffiths too (Griffiths interview,

13.11.90) declared that American professors of educational

administration differed from "the rest of the English
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speaking countries" and proceeded:

They're comfortable with philosophical questions;
Americans are not ... philosophers enjoy creating
unanswerable questions. You couldn't get five people
together to talk about that [how we know what we know]
for very long, even if you paid their expenses.
Questions need to be posed in terms that can be
answered (Griffiths interview, 13.11.90)

Harris agreed that "given the intellectual

divergences . . the contrast in reception is hardly

surprising" because Greenfield introduced "philosophical

perspectives unfamiliar to North American audiences"

(Harris, 1996:488). She added support for Dolmage's theory

(1992) that "the initial neglect of Greenfield's work in

North America may be attributed in part to the form and

flavour of his language" (Harris, 1996 :488). Harris

concluded:

Greenfield's discourse - combining a broad range of
subjectivist assumptions and interdisciplinary
references and peppered with literary excerpts - simply
did not reflect the language game (to borrow
Wittgenstein's term) of his North American
contemporaries (p488).

The language was "more confrontational than communicative

and thus precluded theoretical understanding" (p488) and

the "symbolic representation" used increasingly by

Greenfield in his discourse was largely ignored by some and

misunderstood by others.

Greenfield offered another reason for his almost

anonymity in USA educational administration circles. He was
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an outsider, not one of the elect and from his position

outside the Mother Church he challenged the cultural norms

that educational administration as a field, had built up

over decades (see chapter 3) and which had been

strengthened and ratified by the orthodoxy of the Theory

Movement throughout the 1960s and 1970s (see Chapter 4).

For some American scholars this orthodoxy was immutable.

Challenges were simply not heard. Others as Griffiths,

Willower and Owens have affirmed were characterised by the

American preoccupation with the practical and pragmatic as

opposed to the philosophical and theoretical (see Chapter

11).

To some degree, for Greenfield, the American

rejection of his work and what he saw as the Canadian

indifference to his work overshadowed the vigorous British

and Australian reception. Presumably, the factors that

precluded this support in America were either absent in

other cultures or simply did not matter. Prevailing

national cultures of educational administration do

determine how ideas are received and responded to and to

some extent, so do personalities and the quality of the

ideas, particularly when those ideas are challenging to the

prevailing orthodoxy. Greenfield's perception of his own

position may have been somewhat exaggerated. Undoubtedly,

his reputation in Canadian educational administration is

approached by none except perhaps by Hodgkinson. In terms

of name recognition Greenfield is among the top in the
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field in the world (second only to Griffiths in Roald

Campbell's name count in Boyan's Handbook of Research in

Educational Administration (1988). The recognition given

to Greenfield in Britain and Australia has remained strong.

In hindsight the American rejection was not as

professionally destructive as Greenfield thought. He sought

other administrative cultures in which to discourse and

in which he was valued as friend, thinker and distinguished

scholar.

Intellectual Discourse

The quality of intellectual discourse among

academics and among academics and practitioners is the

second issue raised by the Greenfield story. Greenfield

(1978:3) often complained that "his views have been

transmitted second-hand" and that "debate has too

frequently been lacking" (p4). He bemoaned the lack of

colleagues with whom he could discuss and refine his ideas.

He deplored (Greenfield 1988, 1991a) ad hominem attacks as

did others (Gronn 1983; Bates 1988) that focused on the

person and neglected the ideas. In interview with Ribbins

Greenfield remarked:

I discovered something about my field: its pettiness,
its calcified and limited vision, its conventionality,
its hostility to dissenting opinion, its
vituperativeness (Greenfield and Ribbins, 1993:247).

The "rule against ad hominem attack" Greenfield commented

(1988:248) "is a matter of attitude or culture". Problems
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were encountered he believed "when the line between self,

self-interest and academic argument becomes strained, even

ambiguously thin"(p246). Rigid intellectual debate spoke to

the idea, to "the scholarship of the opponent and not to

the character of the person" (p249) who assumed a contrary

position. The challenge was, and is to divorce the self

from the idea and then the idea stands alone and is judged

for itself. Following Toulmin, Greenfield contended that

one reason for personalised argument rested with "modern

science's confident assertion that there is a single,

objectively truthful reality" (p250). Humanists instead,

were used to dealing with "ambiguity and incompleteness in

promulgating truth" (p251) and pursued truth rather than

certainty. Truth and the ways to find the truth, however

circuitous, were Greenfield's focus. He wanted "to invite

others to join the dialogue" (Greenfield and Ribbins

1993:243) and so add to the store of knowledge in

educational administration. Some scholars joined the

dialogue. Others pursued their own interests.

Quality intellectual debate did occur in Britain

(for example, the British Symposium, 1976 and in Australia,

see Gronn 1983, 1985; Bates 1983,1988; Lakomski 1986, 1987;

Evers 1988; Macpherson 1990; Evers and Lakomski 1991).

Given that debate and discussion are vital for the

expansion and purification of the body of knowledge, the

Greenfield story raises some questions. What are the

factors that encourage quality discourse in this "global
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village" world of ours? What are the norms of appropriate

dialogue? Are these norms universally accepted within the

scholarly community? How is truth acquired - what of "the

trial-by-what-is-contrary" judgment in the academic field

today? University cultures have significant influence in

this vexing area.

The Role of the Journals

Some of the prominent international journals in

educational administration, for example Educational

Administration Quarterly, Curriculum Inquiry, Educational

Administration, Interchange and The Journal of Educational

Administration have encouraged quality intellectual

discourse over some years. Their encouragement of and

willingness to publish response, rejoinder, dialogue and

perspectives underline the pivotal role of academic

journals in advancing the thinking of the scholarly

community. The journals present a public forum - in many

cases an international forum - for the communication and

distribution of ideas and indirectly, assist in creating,

enhancing or stalling the reputations of scholars.

Greenfield's struggles to appear in print have been alluded

to in chapter 9. The fact that his work did not appear

widely in American journals - Educational Administration

Quarterly printed two papers (1978; 1980) - resulted in

limited recognition and circulation of his ideas in second-

hand form only. That was the way Greenfield perceived the

situation and it frustrated and angered him. He believed
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that the lack of publication in significant journals

limited his career. At one stage in his career only

American journals were considered "significant".

Two things were at stake for Greenfield, the spread

of ideas and his career. He compensated for what he saw as

limited access to and spread of his thinking, in other ways

He made two video interviews, one with Dr R.J.S.

Macpherson at Monash University in 1981 and another with

Professor Dan Griffiths in 1983. He accepted as many

invitations to present at conferences, both at home and

abroad as he was able. He published his own material and

circulated it through his students at OISE and through ex-

students in teaching positions in universities and colleges

throughout Canada, Britain and Australia. He focused his

energy and enthusiasm and incisive intellect on his

students. He communicated incessantly through the

electronic media and in letter form. Such was his

commitment to colleagues, friends, students and to the

growth and expansion of knowledge in the field. That was

his first concern. Career came a long second. Nevertheless

there remained some sense of professional inferiority

because of his few publications in American journals. The

journals have the power to promote peer criticism and

review and scholarly interaction and debate. Chapter 7

referred to the lively dialogue that occurred in the years

following IIP74. Chapters 8 and 9 follow the published

comment from Griffiths and Willower until the early 1990s.
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American journals tended to publish American papers.

Greenfield could not break the boundaries. Some editors

felt he had delivered his message in 1974 and after that

took it nowhere. It had all been said and read.

Greenfield, in his penultimate paper in a section

headed, "The Openness of Inquiry" raised the issue of the

journals and asked:

Can the main journals of the field do better in the
future? Can they allow honest and full examination of
the issues to take place? ... Can they allow more
"turmoil" in the belief that it is a necessary
precursor to the ashes that might see the better and
stronger shaping of the field? (Greenfield 1991b:11)

He was "hopeful but not optimistic". He warned against

making the field "unnecessarily boring" (p12) by the

prohibition of ideas that address the "difficult, painful,

distressing and vital issues to be discussed in the field".

Greenfield advocated that "verve, openness and dedication

to the seeking of truth" (p12) be the characteristics of

the mainstream journals.

One other issue comes to mind in reference to

publication in the journals. Greenfield was frustrated

because so few of his papers were published in the

mainstream journals. The converse may have just as

negative an effect. In the "publish-or-perish" world of

academia today, is it possible for a scholar to have too

many publications? "Too many" in the sense that the ideas

become too common place or that the scholar publishes in so
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many different areas that some scholarly credibility is

lost in the public perception? Greenfield lost credibility

in some instances because of the public perception that his

message never changed, that his papers were repetitive and

the argument frozen. The issue then focuses on the role of

the journals in building up or detracting from the writer's

scholarly credibility.

Experience and Ideas

Greenfield, existentialist and subjectivist, often

returned to a consideration of the relationship between

experience and idea, between one's self and the

interpretation of that self-in-action. In the late 1970s

he wrote "I have been considering my life and the part

organisations play in it. And it is those reflections I

have been writing about" (Greenfield 1977/78:89). He began

the paper Organisation Theory as Ideology, with the words:

Experience is mysterious, for it is not entirely clear
how we come to understand what we do and what is
happening to us ... the placing of meaning upon
experience is an act of enormous importance ... the
interpretation of human experience [is] the bedrock
upon which human life is built and upon which -
organisation theory should stand ... ideas give shape
and meaning to ... experience. 	 (Greenfield 1979a:97)

In some sense all of Greenfield's writing flowed from his

own experience of life and organisation and his reflection

upon that experience. Experience and reflection were the

foundations of his ideas. He did not engage in "armchair

theorising" in a vacuum. Life in organisations was his
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context. He acknowledged that "ideas are very connected to

ourselves, to our personal constructions of the world and

to our values" (Greenfield and Ribbins 1993:247) and that

"humanity lies only in values - as does the possibility of

conflict and madness" (Personal correspondence, 26.11.90).

His published papers trace not only his ideas but his

humanity over a period of more than thirty years. And the

issues "do not divide neatly into the personal and the

academic" (Greenfield 1978:19). Greenfield continued:

... the personal and the academic are intimately and
perhaps inextricably intertwined. Our values show in
the theories we defend, and our theories shape the
lives we lead and the way we lead them (p19).

Greenfield's life progressed through his positivist years

in Alberta and Ottawa (1959-1965); a teaching position at

OISE in Toronto (1965-1967); administration of a

department accompanied by unease with the established

orthodoxy (1967-1971); loss of his leadership position in

OISE, followed by a period of leave and travel abroad

(1971-1973); the resulting IIP74 paper and the subsequent

controversy and turmoil (1974-1976); distress in his

personal life and the recognition and acceptance of his

homosexuality that occurred when the situation with

Griffiths and Willower was at its most critical (1977-

1984); life at OISE changing from administering to being

administered (1974-1990); a period of international

engagements and presentations (1981-1986); focusing on

teaching and evidencing a firm commitment to sound and
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rigorous scholarship (1984-1991) to retirement (1990) and

some degree of contentment and fulfilment. His papers

reveal the depth and direction of his thinking as

influenced by these experiences. His last two papers

(1991b, 1991c) highlight Greenfield's reflections on these

experiences and the shape they gave to his thought.

In spite of the interweaving of person and idea

Greenfield insisted that the idea be the focus of attention

and not the person. He always resisted attempts "to

personalise the issues and the critique, to drive to look

behind ideas to the (as usually claimed) flawed person"

(Personal correspondence, 6.5.91). He continued:

The line between self and idea is, of course, fine ...
the self is entree to the idea, but, ultimately, the
self must disappear, must become transparent
(Personal correspondence 6.5.91).

"The self is always there to be sought", he had written

(Greenfield 1988:253), but:

to be heard, to be understood ideas must ultimately
stand alone ... the interplay of biography and idea in
the march to greater understanding is certainly real.
But if the ideas cannot stand without the biography,
the biography is superfluous and irrelevant
(Personal correspondence, 13.6.91).

Finally, Greenfield wrote:

... free is what all valuable texts must be. If the
person who wrote them is more interesting than the text
itself, the text is surely of little value ultimately
(Personal correspondence 31.5.91).
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Self and text are inextricable but each stands alone.

However, is Willower right in saying that anyone could have

shaken up the field the way Greenfield did

(Willower interview, 6.11.90) - the implication being that

Greenfield was the right person at that timely moment in

history? To what degree did Greenfield's self and the

interplay of personal forces and the historical, social and

academic tenor of the times influence what occurred?

Doubtlessly, Greenfield's lasting legacy is in his ideas.

The State of the Field

Greenfield has called the present "a time of

dialectical struggle in educational administration"

(Greenfield 1991b:2) when everyone is calling for

"rejuvenation". Owens (1995:12) referred to "a time of

great epistemological scepticism". Educational

administration has moved through several stages in this

century (see Chapters 3 and 4) to 1974 and Greenfield's

shaking up of the field and which Griffiths called "the end

of an epoch" (Griffiths in Hughes, 1988:2) to the current

theoretical and methodological pluralism and multi-

disciplinary eclecticism. Understandings of organisational

science are changing and becoming multi-faceted and more

humane. Evers and Lakomski (1996) have written about

"postpositivist conceptions of science in educational

administration" and continue to develop and think through

their "naturalistic coherentism" (Evers and Lakomski,

1991). Willower mentioned three things that a
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"reinvigoration of the culture of scholarship in

educational administration is especially dependent upon":

The first is an adequate conception of inquiry, the
second is more explicit attention to values and
valuation, and the third is a view of practice that
emphasises what the Greeks called praxis, that is
thoughtful practice (Willower 1993:158).

Greenfield agreed that the field was moving to an

emphasis on the school as crux of value. The only

difficulty for him was that:

... the most prominent and popular developments in the
contemporary field continue to emphasise a technocratic
approach to the solution of moral problems in education
and administration (Greenfield, 1991b:14).

He agreed that there was greater attention given to

philosophical issues but believed that his own and

Hodgkinson's work on the moral order of organisations

needed to continue. Critical theory continues to influence

the field, in spite of Willower's contention that "it has

had its day" (Willower interview, 6.11.90). Cultural

studies, educational leadership, quality leadership and

administration, feminist studies, human resources

management and development and chaos theory are some of the

various theoretical perspectives that characterise the

academic field of educational administration. Hoy

(1994:179-198) added the following domains of knowledge:

multicultural and multiracial organisations, research on

teaching and learning and its implications for educational

administration, policy and political studies, law and
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ethics for educational leaders and economic and financial

dimensions of schooling.

Griffiths noted some structural changes in

educational administration departments that appeared to be

fairly widespread. Resources are scarce and university

faculties are being denuded of staff. Educational

Administration specialists are being replaced by academic

generalists. Whole departments are being subsumed into

mega Humanities departments and are being called

"Departments of Educational Leadership, or Policy Studies,

or Adult and Community Studies" and so are losing their

discrete identity and its accompanying public prestige

(Griffiths interview, 13.11.90). Owens remarked that

"educational administration is on a downslide". No longer

is the:

... best work being done in UCEA universities ... some
of the big name universities have dropped out of UCEA
and been replaced by less well-known ones ... and some
of the exciting work in the field is being done in the
smaller universities, for example, Fordham (Owens
interview, 13.3.91).

UCEA however, remains fairly powerful in determining what

is orthodox in North American educational administration.

Universities are more intent on developing their

own particular administrative cultures often focused on

particular missions or projects. Research is changing too.

There has been a significant increase in the number and

kind of qualitative studies being done, many being school
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based or school focused. Preparation programs for

administrators are changing and more than fifty percent of

educational administration students in USA today are women.

Owens believed that "the analysis and critique of scholars

like Charol Shakeshaft, is doing at least as much as

Greenfield did, to undermine the conventional theory

approach" (Owens interview, 13.3.91).

Currently, change is pervasive and conflict is high

in academic educational administration. Conceptual

pluralism characterises the field as it strives for an

identity in what is, in reality an increasingly fragmented

discipline. The epistemology of the field still owes much

to the various disciplines that undergird educational

administration, namely the social sciences and the

humanities, and increasingly management science.

Nevertheless, educational administration continues to

maintain its applied science status and departments where

it is studied continue to offer "insight and understanding

not training and technique" (Allison, 1989:23) to students

and continue to forge strong relationships among academics

and practitioners.

Conclusion

At the end of this study one is tempted to ask

"What was all the fuss about?" Greenfield could deliver

his IIP74 paper today and there would be few ripples

anywhere. Greenfield was a man of his times as were
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Griffiths and Willower. The state of the field, the

circumstances of the challenge, the personalities of the

main players, Greenfield's intellectual might and

integrity, the Canadian sense of cultural and academic

inferiority are just some of the variables in this highly

complex situation. Today orthodoxy is either loose or non-

existent in most areas of life. There is no longer any

prevailing doctrine in educational administration. There

are multiple doctrines. But there will always be people

who ask "fundamental questions" (Greenfield interview,

11.12.90) and so Greenfield's "catalytic force" (Greenfield

interview, 11.12.90) on the field will be lasting. And

therein lies hope.

In Phoenix (1991b) Greenfield quoted Bernstein

(1988:82) noting William James's description of the classic

stages of a theory's career:

First ... a new theory is attacked as absurd; then it
is admitted to be true, but obvious and insignificant;
finally it is seen to be so important that its
adversaries claim that they themselves discovered it
(Greenfield 1991b:6).

Something similar happened to Greenfield's work. This study

has traced the stages from the time when the charge against

Greenfield was "You are poorly informed" (Greenfield and

Ribbins, 1993:245) to the time when it was said, " I think

what's going to happen with Thom's stuff is that he'll

always be sort of a footnote" (Willower interview,6.11.90).

The study has outlined changes in his adversaries' views
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(Griffiths and Culbertson in particular) and pointed out

that many scholars and former students of Greenfield now

build on Greenfield's work and make his thinking their own.

So the spiralling growth of knowledge and understanding in

educational administration continues and "the state of the

art" (Hodgkinson in Greenfield and Ribbins, 1993:xvi) is

advanced. "The game begun by Greenfield is still in play"

(pxiv).
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